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THE TIME RESPONSE TO A
IMPULSE FROM FREQUENCY-RESPONSE DATA AND FOR
DETERMINING THE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF A
FUNCTION OF TIME
By Csrl R. Huss and James J; Donegan
SUM4ARY
A simple and rapid method is presented for the determbition of the
time response to a unit impulse from frequency-response data and for
evaluating the Fourier transform of a function of time. Both methods are .
applicable to linear functions for which Fourier.transforms etist. !thbles
are presented which greatly reduce the time required to perform the compu-
tations. Procedures for performing the calculations by use of the tables
are illustrated and outlined step by step.
INTRODUCTION
The direct and inverse Fourier transforms are at present being used
extensively in the analysis of flight test data. The direct transform




the transfer of data
accomplished without
input and output.
to an input. The inverse transform provides the
the time response to either a unit impulse or an
the frequency r ponse of a system.
<
In both cases
between the t e plane and the frequency plane is
Iamwledge of the transfer function relating the
Some recent experience in analyzing and extending flight measurements
obtained with a swept-wing bomber has led to the establishment of a simplif-
ied method similar to that of reference 1 of determmng the time response
to a unit impulse from frequency-responsedata md of determining the
Fourier transform of a function of the. The simplification of the methods “
results from the use of prepsred tables. Since these methods and tables
should be of help to others engaged in the analysis of linear systems, they
are included in the present paper along with explanatory material of the
rkthematical principles involved, exsmples showing the application of the
method and tables, and several comparisons illustrating the accuracy.of
the procedures.
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A modulus of Fourier transform
JmF(im) Fourier transform, f(t)e‘titdto
“f(t) function of time
.. -.
“ H(im) frequency response




r amplitude ‘– ~
tor T” time, sec
x output
z normalizing parameter, ~ or ‘+
A incremental values











of a term is denoted by I I
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The methods presented in this paper are applicable to linear systems
for which Fourier transforms exist. !llhemethods are presented in the
following order: (1) determination of the time response to a unit impulse
from frequency-responsedata and (2) determination of the Fourier trans-
form of a function of time. Also included as appendix A is a procedure
for numerically evaluating Duhamel’s integral with an integrating matrix
based on the Newton-Cotes quadrature formulas given in reference 2 which
petit the determination of
when the response to a unit
Determination of
the response of a system to an arbitrary input
impulse is known.
Time Response to a Unit Mpulse
From Frequency-ResponseData
As indicatedby
a unit impulse h(t)
George F. Floyd in reference 1, the time response to
can be related to the frequency response by
(1)
where R[H(iw)] is the real part of the frequency response.
The inte~ation of equation (1) is sometimes difficult since an
analytic expression for R[H(im)] is often not known and, when one is
known, it can be very complicated. Numerical values of RIH(io)], how-
ever, are easily obtained from the amplitude ratio and cosine of the
phase angle of the frequency response and, therefore, the problem len&
itself well to some method of numerical integration.
The numerical method employed by Floyd to solve equation (1) was to
approximate the RIH(io)] with straight lines. This type of approximation
reduces equation (1) for each straight-line segment to the simple form of
sin x/x for which tables existed. The total response is then the sum of
the individual response for each straight-line segment. This method gives
good results for simple systems; however, when applied to a system with
several high-frequencymodes, it requires considerable ti.ms.
The method suggested in this paper is to approximate the R [H(iu]
with a staircase type of function having equal frequency intervals and of






such height that the area under each step of the staircase function
equals the area under that portion of the R[H(iu)] curve within the
interval.
Equation (1) can then be written as




~(t) = /’%RIH(im]cos mt da (3)
Wh.1
and n, ~, and ~_l
In equation (3), ~(t)
the unit impulse of the
the’st.aircasefunction.
are shown in figure l(a) and, for n=l, ~-~ = o.
represents the contribution to the response to
.
area of the interval between ~_l and ~ of
By substituting
R[H(iLJJ)]in equation (3) and performing
contributionbecomes
the constant amplitude rn for
the integration, the individual
(4)
where rn and & are defined as in figure l(a).
Examples of the ~(t) for steps of unit smplitude and a frequency
interval of 1 radian per second of various locations on the frequency
scale are shown in figure 2.







~(t) . Mnsin ‘ cos~pn- l)z - (6)
BY substituting equation (6) into equation (2), the total response is
given by
(7)
where the time values corresponding to the z-values for which the calcu-
lations are made depend on the ALO chosen.
sin z cos(2n - 1)’ for *OW VdlESBy tabulating the function
z
of z and n, the response to the unit impulse can be easily and rapidly
obtained for a chosen frequency interval Lkm. Such a tabulation is pre-
sented aE table I for values of z from O to 2.5 and values of n from
1 to 50.
The following procedure is suggested in computing the time response to
a unit impulse from frequency-response data. The steps of the procedure
are outlihed and illustrated by the use of tables I and II and figure 3.
(1) Choose the frequency interval to be used. The choice of ‘h
depends on such factors as the accuracy desired, the shape, and frequency
range of the R[H(iu~ . In general, best results are obtained if the
interval is chosen so that the staircase.function adequately represents
the R[H(iw~. (That is, within the intervals, the R[H(im)] is as con-
stant as practicable). For the example shown in figure 3, a A of 1
was chosen.
(2) Fit the staircase function to R[H(im~ by using the chosen La
as shown in figure 3. In this case 20 intervals were used. In order to
obtain accurate results, RIH(ico)] must either be zero or approach zero
within the nmiber of intervals used.
(3) Read and record the amplitude of each interval as shown in
column @ of table II.
—-. --——.. —— - ~y
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(4) Read ~(t) for each interval at the desired values of z from
table I and record as shown in column @ of table II. The example is
solved for z = O.~ which, for b = 1 radian per second, corresponds to
time of 1.0 second.
.
a
(5) M~tipQ tie mplitude and ~(t) together for each tiditidual
interval as shown in column @ of table II.
(6) S~ the p~ticts of the ~litude ~d hn for the tiditidti
intervals at the desired values of z. l?hlstotal is shown as the suma-
tion of column @ in table II.
(7) M~tiply the sumation by 2 l!LD/fitO obtain the time response
to a unit impulse. This product is shown at the bottom of table II and
the result is shown in figure 3 at t = 1.0 second.
Mles of a~pu-tions of the method are presented in figures 3—
and 4 along with ccmrparisonsof the results with the exact time responses.
—
In figure 3 the method has been applied to ,aheavily damped linear system








of figure 3 with tk addition of two higher frequency modes. This system




8 S2+ 6s +’10 S2+
Determination of
0.4s + 100 S2 + 0.2s +
the Fourier Transform
of a Function of Time
As in the determinationof the time response to an
225
impulse from
frequency-responsedata, the determination of the Fourier transform of a
time function involves the fitting of a staircase function, in this case
with constant time intervals, to the time function so that the area of
the individual ttie intervals equals the area under the represented por-
tion of the function. The real.part and the imaginary part of the Fourier
transform for”the individual intervals are then determined and the results
for the various intervals are summed to give the real.part and imaginary
part of the total Fourier transform of a the function. The modulus and
phase angle of the Fourier transform are then easily obtained. .
.—.— — .——.— - ——— .— ———-———.
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!lheFourier transform of a time function is
.
.
F(iu) = r f(t) e-iatdt
Llo






JLFn(iu) = r ~-imtdt%1 n
(8)
(9)
where rn, ~, and ~-1 we shown in figure l(b) and for n = 1,
~-~ = o.
The expression Fn(iu) represents the contribution of the individual
intervals to the total Fourier transform.
The real psrt of equation (9) is
Rn~(icD)]
=‘n: ‘ti(-wcos[(’n-1)*I
and the imaginary part is
,
In[F(i~)] = -rn ()[ 12 sin A&sin (211- l)A*(0 2
where rn and At are shown in figure l(b).
(lo)
(U)
--- .-. ——- ..--.-. ———--. .—--- .——---—- . . . . . . — —z.. —
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.
The modulus of the Fourier transfozm for an’ti&L_yidualinterval is
,.
and the phase angle is
on(u)) = -tan-l ~
(12)
(13)
Examples of the Fourier transform for a t- interval of 0.1 second
at various locations in the time plane are shown vectorially in figure ~.
The real part and imaginary part for the total Fourier transform of
a time function is simply the sum of the real part and imaginary part of
the individual intervals.
-.





Ina manner s.huilarto the time response to a unit impulse the real and
~inary part (eqs. (10) and (11)) can be normalized by letting
z=AfJ
2







and the imaginary part (eq. (11)) becanes
In[F(iu)] = -Atrn~tiz ‘i~(m - 1)’
The total real part is then
‘ R~(im)] = At ~rnsti z cos~m - l)z
and the total imaginary part is
EIIF(im)] = -At rnsti z ‘i~(~ - l~z
The totil modulus of the Fourier transform is







Again, a8 In the case of the time response to a unit impulse, the
calculation of the Fourier transform of a time function can be simplified
by the use of tabulated values of the function sin z Cos(’n - 1)2- ad
z
sin z Sin(’n - 1)z for various values of n and z. It should be noted
z
..— ..-. —- —z ..— _ -— ..__ ___ _____ ____ ___ ._
10
that the function sin z Cos(2n - l)Z is the
z
tabulated to calculate the time response to a
part of the Fourier transform can, therefore,
same table. It is only necessary, then, that
tion sin z sin(2n - l)z be ~btiatid ~s
.
z
for values of z from O tO 1.0 and V7ikUeSOf
presented as table III.
WA TN 3598
same function that was
unit impulse. The real
be calculated from the
the additional func-
tabulation has been done
n from 1 to SO and is
M order to interpolate between the z-values of tables I and III,
plots can be made for each interval by using the values given in the
table.
Fourier trsmsforms of lengthy time functions using a small time
increment At may be cmputed by using the tables in conjunctionwith
the shifting theorem. This theorem states that, if the Fourier trans-
form F(im) of a time function f(t) exists, the Fourier t~form of
f(t - T) is e‘WF(im) . ~eref ore, a time function extending beyond
the limits of the table in time may be partitioned into segukmts, the
first e~en- from O to Tl, the second eXb3nU from T1 to T2j .
the third extending from T2 to T3, and so forth. The total Fourier
trsmform of the time.functi’onis simply the vectorial sum of the Fourier
transforms of each se~nt. The Fourier transform of the first segment
is obtained directly from the tables. The Fomier transform of each
succeeding se~nt is obtained by assmning the origin to be at T and
then multiplying the results obtained frcnnapplication of the tables by
e-iu.n
.
TIE following procedure is suggested for computing
form of a function of tW. The steps of the procedm,e
illustrated by the use of table I, table III, table IV,








the h&est frequency desired from the Fourier transform. If it is
assumed that one complete oscillation in the time plane can be defined by
no less than 4 points,.the mxdmum frequency for which accurate results
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When the desired mudmum frequency does not dictate the interval to.be
used, then the interval should be chosen so that the ttie function is as
constant as practicable within the interval. For the example shown in
figure 6, a At of 0.1 second wss chosen.
(2) Fit staircase functions to the time functional shown ih figure 6.
In order to obtain accurate results at the low frequencies, %e function
of time must damp to practically zero within the number of intervals used.
For this example 25 intervals were used.
(3) Read and record amplitude of each interval as shown in column @
of table IV.
(4) Read tx values for the calculation of the real part of the
Fourier tramfom for each interval at the desired z-values from table I
and record in column @ of table IV. The example is solved for z = 0.25
which for At = 0.1 corresponds to o = 5 radians per second.
(5) Read the values for the calculation of the imaginary part of the
Fourier transfom for each interval at the desired z-values from table III
and record as shown in column @ of table IV. The example is solved for
z = 0.25 which for At = 0.1 corresponds to u)= 5 radians per second.
(6) Multiply the amplitude and the values for the real part and the
smplitude and the values for the imaginary psrt together for each indi-
vidual interval as shown in columns @ and @, respectively, of table IV.
(7) Sum the products of the ampldtude and the values for the real part
and the amplitude and the values for the imaginary part. ‘Thesetotals are
shown in table IV as the summation of columns @ and ~, respectively.
(8) Use equatiti (19) to compute the real psrt 0$ the total Fourier
transform and equation (20) to compute the hagimry part of the total
Fourier transform. These computations are demonstrated at the bottom of
table IV.
(9) Use equation (21) to obtain the amplitude of the Fourier transform
and equation (22) to obtain the phase angle of the Fourier transform.
This calculation is demonstrated at the bottom of table IV and the results
obtained are shown in figure 6 at u = 5 radians per second.
An exsmple of the application of this method to a time function and
a comparison of the results with the exact amplitude and phase angle is
shown in figure 6. ‘l?hetime function shown in figure 6 is the same time
response to a unit impulse as is shown in figure 3.
Fourier transform of this time function was obtained
ti figure 6 the
and in figure 3 the
.
—-. -- —..-—.. ..— — .— —..- .—— .— —.—R — ..— —.. . ——-— — .— - -._. — _
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real part of the Fourier transfozinwas used to obtain the time function










in the ‘!Method”section, h order for the methods
correct results, the staircase function must ade-
function being fitted. This will be the case if
is not too large, (2) the function being fitted
approaches zero within the number of &tervals used, and (3).the area
under the staircase function within the @terval eq&ls the area under
the represented portion of the function being fitted.
When the time response to a unit impulse is obtained, too large an
interval may msk some of the modes present in the frequency response;
thus, in the time response to the unit impulse, such modes would not be
properly represented either as to frequency or amplitude. If the real
part of the frequency response does not approach zero within the number .
of intervals used, large errors in h(t) will be obtained near zero
time. This result is demonstrated in figure 3 where the error at zero
the could be reduced to 0.~80 by using 50 titervals and fitting the -
. curve to a frequency of 50 radians per second. If the area of the stair-
case function does not equal the area of the real part of the frequency
response for each interval, then, of course, inaccuracieswill be obtained
throughout the calculations.
An idea of the accuracy of the computations involved in determining
the th response to a unit impulse by the method and tables of this
paper = be obta~d from fi~e 3 for a simple system and from figure 4
for a system with multiple modes. The overall accuracy would, of course,
be increased either by using a smaller frequency interval or by using
more intervals.
,
The total time required to obtain response to a unit impulse such
as that shown in figures 3 and 4 by application of the n&hod preser@d
herein and using a desk calculator is about 1.5 hours.
.
In the case of obtaining the Fourier transforms of a function of
the, the interval chosen detemines the ~um frequency that can be
expected to be determined accurately from the method. The lwger the
interval, the lower will be the maxhum frequency obtained. If the time
function does not approach zero within the nuaiberof intervals used, an
end correction must be added in order to obtain the correct Fourier
trsmsform. The greatest inaccuracies, however, will be in the very low
frequency range near zero radians per second. As in the previous case
if the area under the staircase function does not equal the area of the <





The accuracy of the calculations involved in evaluating the Fourier
transform by the method and tables of th@ paper can be seen in figure 6.
As before, the overall accuracy could, of course, be increased by using
a smaller time interval but, in view of the comparison shown, it would
not seem to be necessary for the function shown.
The time required if a desk calculator and the method and tables of
this paper are used to evaluate the Fourier transform of a time function
such as shown in figure 6 is about 2.0 hours.
It should be noted that in some cases the values of z given in
the tables may not correspond to sufficient time or frequency values to
define accurately the h(t) or F(iLD). The values of time and frequency
corresponding to the z-values in the tables, as are shown by equations (9)
and (16), depend on the interval chosen. The functions sin z dos(2n - 1)2
z
sin z sin(2n - 1)2
and can be determined for values of z not given in
the tables by interpolation (that is, by plotting the numbers given in the
table for each interval and reading the value of the function of the
desired z from the plots).
The time response to an impulse when used with Duhmel’s integral
permits the time response to any arbitrary input to be computed; hence,
the response of a given system to inputs beyond those normally or safely
experienced by the system may be obtained. This procedure is outlined in
appendix A. As an example of tkk procedure, the time response to a tri-
_ar tiput was calcu.latedbyusing Duhsmel’s integral withthe response
to a unit impulse obtained by the method of this paper for the.multiple-mode
system shown in figure 4. The comparison of the calculated the response
with the exact time response for the arbitrary input shown in figure 7
serves to demonstrate the procedure and the accuracy. The time required
to go through the operations with a desk-type computing machine is about
1 hour.
‘Theevaluation of the Fourier transform of a time function is also
u9eful for many purposes. One of the most important uses is the determina-
tion of the frequency response of input-output data without knowledge of
the transfer function involved. The frequency response is simply the
Fourier transfom of the output divided by the Fourier transform of the
input. !l?hecomparison shown in figure 8(c) of a frequency response
obtained by using the method of this paper to evalwte the Fourier trans-
form of the input and output the histories shown in figures 8(a) and 8(b)
with the exact frequency response inticates that, for frequencies below the
bottming frequency of the input (about 12 radians per second), the results
are very good. As would he expected the results above the bottoming fre-
quency were poor since, at frequencies greater than the bottoming fre-
quency of the input, the frequency content of the input is very small and
“ in such cases the values obtained for a frequency response are unreliable.
.———. .. —.. —— —... — . ..— .— - .—-— -
— —.
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The time required to calculate the frequency response shown in figure 8(c)
with a desk-type computing machine is approximately 2.5 hours. .
.
A simple and rapid
the response to a unit
CONCLUDING REMARKS
method is presented for the determination of the
impulse frum frequency-responsedata. Also
included is a similar method of evaluating the Fourier transfomn of a
function of time. The methods are applicable to linear functions for
which Fourier transforms exist and give accurate results within the limi-
tations of the values chosen for the variables.
Tables are presented which facilitate the necessary computations of
the methods. These tables reduce the amount of labor and thus the time
required for the necessary computations. Eq~tions are presented which
can be used to obtain ~eater accuracy or to extend the range of the
vsriables. Suggested procedures for performing the necessary computations
of the methods are illwtrated and outlined step by step.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Cmmittee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Vs., September 22, 1955.
——-
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APPENDlx
NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF DUHAMEL INTEGRAL
Duhamel’s inte~l may be stated as
1
t
x(t) = b(t) A(0) + h(t) ~(t - r) dT (Al)
o
where A(0) is the indicial admittance at t = O, b(t) is the time
history of the input, and h(t) is the response of the system to a unit
impulse. For the usual.aircraft inputs, A(0) =Oand
/
t
x(t) = h(t) b(t - T) dT
o








=+ij h(tj) 5(%-J) j=0,1,2,3, . ..i (A3)
incremental the interval ,
time history of the arbitrary input
time response to a unit impulse input
integrating matrix given in table V
Equation (A3) represents i + 1 eqmtions. In order to illustrate
its use, consider an arbitrary input b(t) and a system with a known
—..—. ---- . ------——-— ---- ——-— -- --- ——-— -
.— .—. ———. ..-
——-.— —,
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response to a unit hpulse h(t). ‘Theresponse of this system to
the arbitary input b(t) is then computed for a time interval
At = 0.05 second a8 follows:
x(o) = o
x(o. ~) = 0.05[0.5h(0) b(O.0~) +0.~h(O.05) b(0)l
x(O.1) = 0.05[0.33333h(0) b(O.1) +
1.333333h(0.05) 5(0.05) +0.33333h(0.1) b(Oj
x(O.15) = 0.@[O.375h(0) 5(0.15) + 1.125h(0.05) 5(0.1) +
1.125h(0.1) 5(0.05) + 0.375h(0.15) 5(O1
X(O.2) = o.05[o.311h(o) 5(0.2) +
1.422h(0.~) 5(0.15) + 0.533h(0.1) 5(0.1) +





and so forth. The integrating matrix as presented herein has been found
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~dw ~ ~tim Sln z Cos(a - 1)2 atvahesafz of-
n z
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.6603 -J.2w -.82?9-.9665-.44$3 .3778
.6448-.1684-.8619-.g4yJ-.3539 .48%
.6294-Jw7 --m --9m -.2%9 .*
.6137-.2466 -.9164 -.8’7’80-.1616 .67s5
.5978-.2832-.958-7-.8370-.M23 .7623
.5817-.3233-.~ -.-@! .0376 .8542
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TABM I.-TABUMTIOKOF m FUNCTIW ‘h ‘ -=(2=’- l)=...continued
19
I Value of function ‘h z ‘~m - 1)= at value. of z of - I
n
G
0.15 g.~6 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.20 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.25 0.26 0.2j’ 0.28 O.zg
, * I 1
1 O.*1 0.9830O.g!oa0.9785O.md O.m o.97cg o.96&3 O.*1 0.5620 o.9yM 0.9557 o.~.zi.
2 .8971 .8932 .E!-&93 .8531 .8569 .8199 .M2L .78$ .7644 .7446 .72kl .~yJ Am?
3 .7290 .6937 .6567 .63.& .5782 .5367 .4940 .44~ .4049 .&3 .3120 .2a5 .~~
4 .4957 .4338 .36559 .3041.2371 .lW .W .096 -.0%9 -.1OW -.1764 -.24YI-.ya
5 .2182 .X238 .0406-.0489-.lya -.~ -.3115-.347 -.4745-.5* -.62I6-.6q9 -.7481
6 -.o@a -.1873-.czg~-.~ -.4932-.* -.6688“-.7446-.8115-.W!4 -.914
8 -“e -“7%2 &?@ &p2 - ~21 - Cj3yl ~ ~ ~ ~ -8$ ~“$ :“g
7 w -w -.5937-.@~ -.-r?fa-.@= -.WXJ -.SW8 -.97* -.= --9$ . -.
9 ::W -:*S ::9639::9913-:9W -:m =:sw 1:8195::7U7 ::5W -:4415::a -:-
10 -.9542--- -.913 -.9563-.8e& -.7iZif-.@4 -.5035-.3327-.1503 .0372 .Z2yi .q
u -.* -.9KQ -.9W -.7937-.6572-.WQ --- -.cw6 .~3 m-7 -* .6724 .W’s’
~ -.9493-.89 -.7VJ5-.5397-.3337-.~4 JJ@ .3m .*U .n57 .8522 .907 .*52
13 -.8175-.@% -.4M0 -my/ .0374 .2818 .* .-py .8536 .~lo .ga$n .9658 .8922
14 -.6127-.y.c$-.I.2L5.1463 J1.q.2.6Y15 .8L18 .9540 .9385 .9713 .8837 .7324 .5281
19 -.3532-o’@ .21.49.4835 .7U4 .8796 .942 .9872 .91.W .V2L .W .~ .02fl
L6 -.0621 .2440 .3266 .7587 .91.82.- .9673 .8523 .6565 .* .lo2j’-.2022-.4874
17 .2*5 .5353 .T7fk3.93% .99B .94B .7922 .55% .@-5 -.653 -.917 -.6555-.859
18 .glo2 .7723 .9405 .9944 .9279 .7489 .4794 .lW -.1973-.5143-.~q -.9372-.9976
19 .7403 .9508 .$&X? .9248 .7295 .4375 .d!33-.q$m -.6045-.8470-.9745-.9701-.8543
~ .9042 .W@ .9350 .7366 .4270 .05% -.3273-.@s -.&w -.*3 -.9377-.7466-Jw
~ .9m .X@ .7696 .4539 .0636-.3369-.@~o -.9118-.w~ -.*2 -.6n4 -.H .079
22 .9824 .8235 .515-0.KL31-.* -.6742-.9L64-.9313-J3@9 -.6194-.2403 .1814 .%
23 .W .60s3 .2Q16-.2422-.6~4 -.~l -.9924 -.8$20 -.* -.1= .2491 .6404 .9035
2k .7175 .3264 -.1549 -.5655 -.8748 -.933 -.8959 -.@t7 -.1829 .~ .6777 .9302 .9&-4
a Mu. .0139 -.4563 -.8M2 -.9874 -.5242 -.6438-.2.W2 .2695 .6a55 .* .9741 .7783
26 .~ -.~ -.7249 -.* -.~ -.7C96 -.q’96 .22q .6642 .9*1 .9723 .-@4 .-7
1 -.%% -.9@ --- -.7942-.m~ .13Y3 .~ 6 .W .9@7 .7G7 .5457 ---
2 ::% 3 -.8q6 -.9924-M44 -.filg3.CQ44 .5226 .aaa .~ .,982..~ -.,692-.646,
29 -.63@ -.9499-.9604-.6674-.1638 .%I-l .&lJt .9916 .8W .4~2 -.lJ19-.6240-.9334
y) -.83X -.936 -.8L85-.3648 .al> .~sl .~ 3 .@l3 .5326-.0226-.5685--9226-.96X
31 -.* -.94G2-.X28 -.ol~ .5* .g@ .9634 .6520 .1C61-.4773 -.~ -.~ 5-.7147
z -.%@ -.7@5 -.*3 .3359 .~ k .W6 -w .2715 -.%4 -.~41 -.* 3-.7739 -.2624
33 -.9422-.5596 .H 1 .* 1 .9709 .&g2 .4648-.1607-.p$la-.W 7 -.#63 -.X37 .2647
2 -Jm 8-.2709 .3%5 .W .9W .67o6 .o@ -.5623-.9475 -.%27 -.m .139I. .n63
35-.6026 .0442 .6569 .gwo .@09 .= -.ypa -.8758-.fl& -.@2 --- 1 .W .9642
36 -.33X .3%9 .@m .97= .5593 -o@ 4--6939 -.W -.@ 5 ~.2342 .4483 .91Ja .9376
n -.0464 .&@ .9831 .835~ .2624-.4435 -.x -.9311-.4635 .23-65 .8167 .* ~ ..6442
% .2524 .83% -m .5917 -.~ 9 -.7%1 -.w~ ,--6967 -.@.a5 .6540 .* 7 .7870 .1675
39 .5239 .9656 .~~ .%=3 ;:% ; ~.9#,
40 .~ .9XJ .6465-.
::% -:~ .41k3 -9235 -w -395 --3%9
.~ o .9.%4 .6LrL-.lJa -.~
41 .9106 .9195 .3773-.4262 -.9442-.8749-.2637 .~ o .9674 .8227 .16% -.~ 3 -.*
42 .gw3 .-(yZj’.02-p.-.7154-.W -.6227 .1495 .8245 .* .48y3-.ylo -.9C44-.902>
43 .9789..y~ -.* -.9E9 -.8993-.2764 .5367 .$X3$9.~ .0202-.7299-.9831-.5675
44 .@go .2146-.6045-.99~ -.6767 .M24 .8y% .~ 3 .~ 5-.4393-.9593-.7997 -.O’P.O
45 .7C63 -.1OZ2-.83$ -.9465,,-.3583 .4s51 .g%l1 .7399-.0492 -.~ -.9589-.4cFjl.44*
46 .4665-.4095 -.9671-.n& .Ou.l .~lo .~$m .- -.4835 -.~ 1-.7181 .0967 .8356
47 .I.854-.6735 -.W -.5103 .3jm .9623 .~ 6-.03 3-.8174-.9373 -.y3* .5W .9876
48 -.L.IZ2-.8699-.@h5 -.17a .6%!8 .ga .44% -.4577-.*13-.68Y3 .18yI .8977 .8597
49-.3937 -.9782-.7C61 .Lm .W8 .8466 .qxo -.-@$m-.94E? -.2756 .6284 .98~ .489
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TABLE I.-TAmrmmw OF !mEFuNClmw ‘h z “=:~ - l)’.-Cmtlnued
~dw ~ -Mm sinz Cca(a - 1)2
n
at valuesof z of-
Z
O.p o.~ o.~ 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.% O.x 0.38 0.3 0.40 0.41 0.42 0.43 0.44
1 o.g4u o.93710.9331o.= o.g24~0.92030.91580.9U.20.9363o.w16 0.89670.89160.8!3650.8913O.@*
2 .6123 .= .3638 .5378 .2* .m .4612 .4546 .4076 -m4 .3528 .3249 .2969 .26% .2403
3 .W .@m --- --w-n -.1263-.1746-.2223-.2694-.3U6 --m -.4051-.4483-.4901-.5507-.%
4 -.4973-.5349-.ECS9-X604 -.7098-.754-6-.W -.8325-.8651-.8934-.9173-.9355-.%12 -.9612-.9652
5 -J3SQ6-.%33 --94* -s@ -.9776-.9797-.!379-.9631-.935 -.s094-.87X -.8297-.~ -.72* -.661?
6 -.~ -g!@ -.9135-.8636-.8103-.7440-.6537-.%$5 -.4555-.39s6-.= -.l~ -Za96 .O1’p .1232
7 -.-rm --6205-.5U9 -.~ -.2827-.1584-.0?J7 .- .- .34~ .4561 .56Z3 .~l .7W7 .8f15
8 -.~ -.cd513.CaEC1.2yq .3707 .5017 .Eeu .7262 .8148 .ea47 .95M .9635 .gp9 .- .9199
9 .m3 .MJ6 .6538 .7663 .8592 .%53 .9655 .9774 .%@ .9168 .- .7m3 .6353 .m~ .35%
10 .8222 JKBg .g628 .*1 .9655 .9145 .83G7 .p~ .~ .bm .2446 .0622 -.lZ?3 -.3!)13 -.4692
~ .9549 .5YJ= .Ww .-@= .64= .47’Z .28$ -- -J=w -.3219 -.5056 -.6673 -.7%7 -.8949
12 .&* .6318 .46&l .s57 .0333 -.1%$3
-y,
-.4043 -.5961 -.* -.8-(60 -.gwl -.= -.9442 -.8664 -.733
13 .3415 .1o21-.14X -.3781--- -.7650-.8915-.g&5 -.9733-.g2fl-.8169-.6592-.4618-.2357 .W43
14 -.2399-.4855-.6955-.&Zi2-.95L6-.9794-.9361-.8254-.W7 -.4377-.1892 .crp .3278 .5599 .7487
lb -.m -.8924-.m -.9699-.8594-m* -.5161-.2566 .02y3 .5014 .5532 .7*1 .8993 .9650 .9459
16 -.9774-.9672-.8649-.6793-.4z6 -.1421 .16X? .4465 .W .8662 .96!31.9622 .8727 .W .4617
17 -.8EJ9-.69U -.4147-.1OB .2i82 .5157 .7369 .gla .9758 .9503 .7846 .5547 .2657-.qilz-.3619
18 -.4685-.1W3 .1= .5160 .~o_ .93U %s’779 .*3 .~ .45-64.1332-.2033-.5239-.7671-.9224
19 .lW .4495 .7349 .9185 .W go% ‘.n~ .4226 .0753-.2S13-.WI -.8348-.~p -.g4g!3-.8139
20 .6x9 .8’p14.gp4 .9354 .~l .k* .0949-.2821.-.6159-.8%4 -.9679-.93y3-.7598-.4722-.1147
g .9733 .9739 .8* -5593 .- --- -.57@ --8393-.* --9353-.7496-.4392-.037’I-.3335 .6677
.9X$ .-m .- -JmJ3 --4554-.7752--9532-.9576--7875-.4748-Jm .3344 .~% .%V5 .9656
23 .* .ml -.5A -.6411-.$033-.978-!3-.86A -.5749-.17y5 .26U .6428 .8%6 .969s .&r06 .5628
25 -.5@ -.8549-.* -.8775--* -.* -3459 -7351 .5%’5 .9419 .= .3J -:%? -:% ::$R
24 .0%6 -.41q -.771.8-.gfm -.9447--- -.*36 .l@ .5359 .8461 .w24 .M
26 -.505-3-.m -.8046-.4253 .06m .5293 .86% .m .8420 .4932 .0222-.b572-.8169-.%77 -.Er@
27 -.9678-.7%5 --ml .X54 .6622 .9361 .5527 .W .Zj’ol-.2408-.6870-.9392-.9363-.6763-.2~$l
28 -.@ -.222 .303 -7%3 .96!38 .9315 .%% .m -.4504 -.8355 -.97% -J3243 --WQ7 .@52 .5765
2g -.1746 .= .8-WI .qgl .8W A4n -.W -.6067 -.%yl -.gk’p -:6703 -.1855 .3584 .mk .9656
w .4CEQ .833 .- .~ .3458 -.Z241 -.-p-~ -.9647 -X&8 -.5112 .Om .m .gul .9424 .6552
~ .8367 .g!k? .7703 .- --




















33 .7835 .- -.3642 --- -.97’50 - .-L@ -.u3@ .4*3 -~1 .s9.9 .6281 -w -.349+ -.9189 -.9172
9 .3097 -.3370 -.8374 -.9733 --6559 -l@ -5181 .%=5 -%4+3 .%9 --@n --6742 -.9- -.8339 -.3457
35 -=7’XJ -.8uL5 -.979 -.6577 -.W98 .5437 .9368 .s?313.4539-.l~ -.753’7-.flxl-.~ -.16go .4765
% -.7594-.*39 -.7333-J.ESQ -5339 .9W .@#j .411%-.2644-.8130-.96> -.65a -.C!245.6132 .9531
~ -.gm -.-p20-.lg72 .4947 .9332 .89U
% --- -.B .4169 .glcg .9154
.4022-.@@ -mm -.@2 -.*W .ca23 .7Q54 .y5g2 .7379
42g6-.289 -.8463-.5514-.* .1496 .7644 .96E .6514-.0137
~ -.4W? .@@ .865J2.9445 .4934-:2
40 .lm
-.8319-.9547-.5352 .l~l .~ .@l .fil -.MQ1 -. 7
.7876~ .g@i .y313-.1* -.ny %-.96s1-.3641 .1697 .8012 gyp .W -.1874-.8074-. 1
h1 .@.4 j88 Xgg -.02s9-.7279-.9784-.6192 .1217 .7853 .*1 .*al -.a61 -.8544-.9334-.4533
42 .ulq -.&b -.9793-.E&n .Oya .7433 .@5 .** -.mg4 -.@J@ -.%65 -.41q .3593
43 :9186 .34C8-.4682-.m4 -.m -.C5@? .6704 .g@9 .6M9 -.1% -.8228-.9307-.40Z4 .3S67 .=
u .5364-.=1 -.8917-.e5K13-.~ .5531
45 .0046
.%40 .6989-.0723-.7896-.g4y3-.4233 .%85 .9293 .8(92
-.7624-.*3 -.4493 .3943 .9487 .7941 .Vfi -.7’2m-.*34 -.4a35 .ydlo .9219 .8158 .1063
46 -.5533-.9819-.@20 J.&4 .8717 .@ .2231-.6178-.97s3-.%!01 .&u .8995 .8422 .1352 -.6758
k7 -.9168-.8363-.083 .7343 .S’&5 .4144 -.4641-.9669-J5916 .U73 .8547 .8833 .2X24-.6393-.9650
;-1 .gra?-y@ .5178 .W .6218-.ey3 -.9170-.8103-.ti7 .~ .g2q! .~ -.5720-.9693-.5553
.2193 .9143 .8138 .m57 -.8049-.9146--- .6521 .g664 .44@3-M-Q -.9639-.6257 .2567
p ::l& .739 .g4~ .= -.6123-.fls -.4932 .4699 .m .5976-.3U4 -.9418-.7175 .1529 .882g
—— .—
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TABIEI.-~ OF THEFUNCT!IONsin z C!os(a - 1)2.- ~mtiwd
z
valueof ftulction ‘h ‘ ‘q~ - 1)’ atV-allMsal? z M -
n
0.45 0.46 0.47 0.48 0.49 o.% 0.5> 0.63 o.@j 0.70 o.~ 0.80 0.85 0.93 o.=
1 o.87& 0.85480.85910.83330.8474O.elmpo.81020.77670.74M ().7(139O.f%p 0.6247c).fi~o.~~ clJ+g&J
2 .2U7 .la~ .1543 .l@i .Cg65 .&78 -.~ -fig -.3$.47-J@6 -.57@ -.- --7337-.* -.~~
3 -.607’2-.64X -.67w -.7094-.7399-.76& -.87EM-.93.17-.9256-.8619-.74 -.*1 -.3943-.1835 .o~
4 -.9666-.9620-.~~ -.9391--- -.~ -.7317-.4614-.1 d
3 -.5945-.5=7 -.4470-.3679--- -.2021 .2137 .5973 .% :27 :8116 :E ::g? -:%% -:?;
6 .2275 .3287 .4257 .s72 .E@l .6795 .9246 .8943 .&e-( .141.2-.3y% -.~ -.8814-.~ -.4443
.= .9491 .96n .9%9 .9364 .61zL .05cf3-.= -.8722-.8612-.~~ .0481 .X* .8362
II :Z .7872 .693 .5953 .46* .3324-.* -.8~ -.)3323-.l)~ .= .7567 .&@ .~fl -.~
9 .l%a .Oy$ -.l~ -.@xl -.4401-.377’3-.94~ -.6722 .@ .723J+.89$ .4* -.- -.79@ --~
10 -.6197-.7475-.8481-.9177-.9542-.* -.I1932.3703 .* .68* -.l@3 -.-@yj-.- -J* .*
U -.9653-.9586-.&$% -.7627-.&g -.4360 .p33 .- .4359-.4911J-.~ -.4qJ .4779 .@.@3 .*
~ -.*6 -.3W -.M’@ .@27 .2603 .4634 .9470 .3U4 -.6762-.8505-.0262 .6 .6758-.24CC2-J34v
13 .2433 .4664 .6393 .8u7 .91@ .* .35&3-.7149-.7976 .m9 .*3 .%
14 .Wo .5547 .5563 .W@4 .@
15 .83X .@w .4690 .2073-.
& -:WJ :.=s --- .249+ .9192 .1%1 -.&g3 ::% -:$g :%
.= .llyll.93U .- --- -.fi-(6.-@@ .491@-.&l.2
I-6 .1793-.IM2 -.4041-.@q -.83h5-.9* -.2155 .9119 .#+87-.&?316-.- .#=75 .-l -.gl~ -.-
1 -.63a -.8337-.94.4.8-.%* -.@8 -.6735 .-@-(l.~71 -.~ -.4~ .843 .-l -.&j17-Jpjg .8544J -.*7 -.89,8-.7103-.44* -.12,3 .2M24 .% -.%* -.675JJ.74a .3983-X&.2 -.cb940.8672-.z~
19 -.* -.2470 .lqo .44P .7224 .9W7
--- .4%s .m -.7857-.ai”i’.8933-.26S0-.7098
m .2589 .5927 .8564 .~p .$L?91.7631-:8145-.1518 .- -.5169-.~ .~ -.1445-.749 .6g2(-J
= .@@ .9650 .8797 .Wnl .3u6 -.0763-.80S9 .8106 .0499-.8392 .71~ ,1657-.8461 .m69 .2693
22 .8481 .5766 .Zn.2--- -.*1O -.8455 .M35 .7393-.&@ .2= .6MIJ-.ea~ .*7 J@ ..@&
23 .L639-.2644-.6423-.8894--- -.8y4 .8916-.2749-.~ .9170-.6289-.u~ .~~ -.&M33 .W2
24 -.6443-.8s94-.W -.W -.4873-.cYjgll.7162-.9y35 .a~ .q@ -.- .8923-.55* ..- .6724
25 -.9649-J-WA -.~ -.@@ .419 .7732-.23J8-.4053 .8444-.8902 .y2g2 .@s27-.61oJJ.8644-.p~
26 -.5% -.cg82 .3924 .7642 .~ .8943-.* .64y2-.1= -.yYlo .7747-.@l@ .* -.=7 -.#379
043 .9398 .91p .6431 .1940-.&J79 .8733-.9247 .7619-.41.81.-.om .4- -.~3 .i354.o
$ :+ ;~ yg52 .2876-.23113-.@& .~2’7-.l),~-.*=jl .6X3 -.8345 .8965-.&3 .@, -.%
z
32 -.m -.*1 -.9357 .*@ -.@J5 .7420-.*1 .Xm -.0417-a.% .4435-.63L2
m .1 -.4079-:&43 -.*lo -.~ -.= .4@6 -.6249 .7410-.= .8773-.t3g47.8773-.~l .~
~ -.6559-.94y3-.M&l -.5152 .O&CJ .* -.* .42~ -.5442 .2603-.1764 .@ -.ol_17-.0692 .1471
Y -.9629-.7346-.2245 .37C0 .a.m .9534-.9470 .9375-.9344 .9153-.$W6 ma -.qw .861.4-.8455
33 -.%~ .ma .6243 .9397 .87v .44S5-.3503 .@l -.142? .C493 .o~ -.1M3 .2397-.@la .Mxl
3 .2897 .7997 .9610 .7078 .1P -.4695 .6257-.7547 .8464--- .9074-.WJY3 .8n7 -.71.26.ym
35 .X57 .9149 .X93 -.1287-.7W -.9574 .9196-.7970 .m -.3561 .0796 .lgal-.44% .6487-.7’828
* .8309 .y@ -.3-612-.@A8 -.9545-.y5~ .’xryl.1762-.5217 .~ -.- .@@J1-.l@g .- -.*
37 .13X -.*3 -.9344
$ -.%6 ~.9ee -.;
-.8518-.35Ei3.3462-.* .92~ -.UM .6169:.- -.2476 .- -.&76 .8340
-.l.!Z23.5593 .9402-.&l% .4$55 .Cym -.* .86&l-.E@6 .5yj9-.o~ -.45.gf3
-. .7W .W .- -.0586-.5670 .* -.8u .33.13.2895-.764.8.8362-.5374
~ -.5267 :XQ7 :f3u6 .9%6 .201 -.=93 .8194-.9?52 .4563 .alo -.8241 .84yL-.yd -.3514 amj.o
41 .* .87% .8981 .H -.3915-.@i3 .~ -.&@ -.6@y .~l -JJ@ -.* .8519-.*35 .0197
42 .- .8556 .24T7-.5191-.94Q5-,75g9-.CE!93.842 -.-@a .ol~ .7612-.8176 .~3 .6627-.~fi
43 .8240 .1633--- -.* -.6&28 .C@7 -.l?a~ .* .245’6-.~ .5531 .3945-.- .~XJ .-
44 .1142-.6578-.9624-.~~ .2CW .8475-.~ -.3332 .9303-.3249-.~l .~ .KLg6-J141g J@&
45 -.6781-.9604-y@ .2gX1 .8947 .8329 .241.2-.9397 .2491 .7947_.~ -.- .8y55-.o~ -.-3
46 -.9fm -.5G57 .3520 .9183 .@JM .~lo .9283-.3474-.~ .5949 .9394-.7677-.- .&g .&.79
3 -:g.y :s
.9280 .7614-.0161-.7-@ .fm3 .@J4 -.6751-.~ .731.8.48~ -.771.4-.3767 .79*
.7%7 -.@m --w -.*19 -.%9 .8469 .4372-.7957-.4859 .7392 .m -.6786-.yao
49 .9137 .~ -.0355-J31y)-.8824-J.@ -.~ -.q~ .- .- -.- ..p@ -6355ffyj.fj-.4@
p .8154).OI.27-.m --- -.1764 .6914-.4783-.9317 .Iy$q .9047 .fl& -.713@J+-.691O J@j .8395
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ah z Coa(a - 1)2
.- continued
z






































































































-.2159 .X48 -.$76 .%
.&g7 -.81* .7* -.*








u.6518-.8wL .- .yW-* .5643-.7935 -=..~5 .2548 -5916-.7451.4777-.8u6 .o@ .7o27.4279 .5746-.7053-.1762..8367 .ag4 .7%1 -.4435.266g-.7*3 -.1594 .7864.6145 .* -.fj484-.6C4C-.~ .X59 .8049 .OI.84.0333-.7945-.* .~





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- .45~ .3109 -.o~
-m .679 -.392
-.4978 .~ J?J37 -S-% .%55
- :% -:~7; -.3979 .37X -.0242
.4265 -.0470 -.3445
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TABLE II.- ILLUSTRA!I’IONOF SUGGESTED l?R~EDURE TO H?
USED TUCALCIILATE THE’IZME RESPONSE TO AUNIT
IMPUISE FROM FREQUENCY-RESFONSEDATA
@alues are from fig. 3 and table I at z = 0.5 which
for a A = 1 corresponds to a time of 1.0 se~
@ Q @ @
n rn hn(t) @x@
1 0.0937 0.8415 0.0788
2 .0549 .0678 .0037
3 .0157 -.7682 -. Ola
4 - .CK150 -.8979 .0045
5 -.0123 -.2021 .0025
6 -.0135 .6795 -.0092
-.0126 ,9364 -.0U8
i -.o111 .3324 -.0037
9 -.0096 --5773 .0055
10 -.0@33 -.9562 -. .0079
n -.0071 -.4560 .~32
I-2 -.0061 .469 -.0028
13 -.0053 .9569 -.0051
14 -.0046 .5705 -.w26
15 -.0042 -.3403 .0014
16 -.0037 -.9382 .0035
17 -.0033 -.6735
18 -.0029 .2104 -:%%
19 -.w27 .9007 -.0024
20 -.0024 .7631 -.0018
. z@ = 0.06u




















































TAM&Elxt.- ‘TmJLAmW OF THEFuNmmN slnzsin(2n-l)z=m ~
z
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TAELE Iv.- IILwlmmw OF Suwl?.smxmmlmlmm-m
Cmxwflzm FOUR12RTRMWORM OF AFUNC’ITONOFTUJE
~ahe. are from fig. 6,table I, and table m ..
z = 0.25 which for a At = 0.1 correaponda to
a frequency of p.O radiana/se~
o @ @ @ @ @
n rn R[@m)l IIF(IM] @x@ @x@
1 0.0420 0.9588 0.2448 0.0403 0.0103
















9 @& -.4415 -.8957 -.0256 J&l;
10 .0372
-.W .CQ17
II .0% .5@ -.85cKI .o182 - .03(%
12 .- .8522 - .50y3 .0247 -.0146
13 .0220 .9891 -.0329 .0218 -.Ooiq
14 .0170 .8937 .4454 .Olm .0376
15 .0130 .5620 .8145 .W3 .0106
16 .01CX3 .1027 .9943 ,0310 .-
17 .0265 -.3817 .9130 -.0025
la
.0059
.Oom -.7727 .6182 -.oo3g
.OcJ1.o
.Ooy
19 -.9745 .1721 -.oo~ .@w
20 .Ooyl -.9377 -.3162 -.0028
-.6714
-.0310









25 .C@2 .94WJ -.30’79
~ ;-a.lm E;Y0.264A
R[F(15.Ofl =At
I@ = 0.1 x (-O.1297)= -0.01297 (See eq. (19).)
I[F(f5.oj .At~@= -0.1 x (0.264.4)=-0.02644 (See eq. (20).)
A(7.0) = R[F(ILD)]2+ IIF(ILD]2 = 0.02945 (See eq. (~). )
‘$(5.0)
+
. -m-l I [F(b)
. -tan-l 2.0387or ~ = -~6°0!3’(see eq. (22).)
R [F(im)
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n=3 I n=4 I
used to obtain the Fourier transform of a function of time.
1.- Illustration of terms used in the development of the
methods of this paper.
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.
Time response to a unit impulse for an element of the stair-
function at various locations in the frequency @ane.
—
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Figure 4.- Comparison of the response to a unit impulse calculated by
the method of this paper with the exact response for a multiyle-mode
system the transfer function of which is
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Figure 6.- Comparison of the modulus and phase angle of the Fourier
trs.nsformof a time function calculated by the method of this paper
with the exact values.
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Figure 7.- Comparison of the response to an arbitrsry input calculated
by using the h(t) obtained by the method of this paper with that
calculated by using the exact h(t) for the multiple-mode system.
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Figure 8.- Comparison with the exact values of the frequency response
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